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Abstract 
This paper discusses the theoretical validity of Thomas Piketty’s fundamental laws 
about income distribution in the context of a standard neoclassical growth model. 
We take Uzawa’s two-sector growth model as the platform of our analysis, as it al-
lows us to make a distinction between the technological elasticity of factor substitu-
tion of the production function and the aggregate distributive elasticity of substitu-
tion. We examine the properties of the non-steady growth path through both analyt-
ical and numerical investigations. We conclude that some of the numerical simula-
tions corroborate Piketty’s theory without assuming that the economy is on a steady 
growth path. However, if the elasticities of factor substitution in the individual sec-
tors are less than one as many empirical studies show, then the economy approaches 
the state where all products are completely distributed to workers. This contradicts 
Piketty’s diagnosis about the current distributional inequality. In addition, the ag-
gregate income distribution is stable for a relatively long time, and differences in the 
initial conditions are preserved during this period. This means that the comparative 
statics of the steady states might not present an adequate description of the econo-
my’s behavior in a period of time that is practical. Our final evaluation of Piketty’s 
proposition is that it is better understood as a theory inferred from historical data 
and not one necessarily deduced from standard neoclassical growth theory.  
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1. Introduction 

This paper uses Uzawa’s two-sector model1 with non-neutral technological progress to 
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examine Thomas Piketty’s fundamental laws of capitalism proposed in his book Capital 
in the Twenty-First Century2. His argument derived from the laws is that economic in-
equality will be accelerated when the growth rate of income decreases and the capi-
tal/output ratio increases. Although Piketty’s theory encompasses not only functional 
income distribution but also distribution of wealth and both of them are inseparably 
interwoven to explain the current distributional inequality in his book, we will restrict 
our scope of the argument to the long-run trend of functional distribution of income. 
Aggregate distribution of income between wages and profits is closely related to the 
macroeconomic investment—savings balance, and we will exclusively focus on this dis-
tributional mechanism. Given the present unequal distribution of wealth, however, 
“anything that increases between-inequality ... is very likely to increase overall inequa-
lity’’3. 

We use a neoclassical model because Piketty himself employs some terms of neoclas-
sical theory, such as the steady state, the elasticity of factor substitution and the produc-
tion function, to demonstrate that economic inequalities do arise even in the frame-
work of a standard neoclassical growth model. In fact, his second fundamental law of 
capitalism can be directly deduced from the Solow-type growth model4. We employ the 
two-sector model, because Piketty believes “the right model to think about rising capi-
tal-income ratios and capital shares in recent decades is a multi-sector model of capital 
accumulation, with substantial movements in relative prices, and with important varia-
tions in bargaining power over time’’5. 

Although Piketty’s “sector’’ in this context encompasses a much wider variety of sec-
tors, such as labor unions, than that of the neoclassical two-sector model, Uzawa’s for-
mulation is, at least from a theoretical point of view, a natural extension toward a more 
general approach, because Piketty thinks that the difference in capital intensities among 
industries is important to understand the behavior of the aggregate capital/output ra-
tio6. The two-sector model has only one kind of capital goods; however, the behaviors 
of the capital/output ratio and of the aggregate profit share, both of which constitute 
Piketty’s fundamental laws, are determined by technological conditions in the two sec-
tors. 

The two-sector model also enables us to make a distinction between the technologi-
cal elasticities of factor substitution of the production function in the individual sectors 
and the aggregate distributive elasticities of substitution. These two kinds of elasticities 

 

 

2[2]. 
3[3], p. 30. 
4Piketty’s first fundamental law is a definition of the aggregate profit share ( )α ; rα β= , where r  is the 
rate of return on capital and β  is the capita/income ratio. His second fundamental law, which states that 

s gβ = , where s  is the savings rate and g  is the steady growth rate of income, can be derived from the 
condition of the steady state. When the economy is in a steady state, ( )sf k gk=  holds, where ( )f ⋅  is the 

production function and k  is the capital/labor ratio. This is nothing other than the second law. 
5[4], p. 52. 
6In an interview, Piketty states more precisely that “the real world is better described by a multidimensional 
capital model, where at the same time we have a real estate sector, energy sector, many different sectors with 
different capital intensities” ([5]). See also Section 3.3 of [6], where they refer to the relative price of capital 
and consumption goods. 
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are often confused with one another. The latter is simply another expression of the be-
havior of the aggregate distributive shares and is not determined solely by the technol-
ogical elasticities of individual industries. Therefore, we believe that this is a necessary 
step toward a more general discussion of the functional distribution of aggregate in-
come. 

As well known, the one-sector version of the neoclassical growth model has the 
steady state, or the balanced growth path, if Inada’s derivative condition is satisfied, and 
the equilibrium is stable under the ordinary set of assumptions. However, if we intro-
duce technological changes into the model, then the only type of technological progress 
that generally assures the existence of the steady state is Harrod neutral, unless the 
production function is a Cobb—Douglas type. Although we have abundant literature 
on induced technological progress, beginning with [7], it is still difficult to conclude 
that every technological progress is always Harrod neutral. As Acemoglu demonstrated, 
the type of the technological progress is purely labor augmenting in the long run, but, 
on a trajectory to the steady growth path, it is typically capital augmenting. Therefore, 
purely Harrod neutral technological progress is only a long run phenomenon7. In addi-
tion, non-neutral technological progress has literally non-neutral effects on income 
distribution. Given these reasons, we need to analyze the economy with non-neutral 
technological progress and on a non-steady growth path. In this paper, we analyze the 
dynamic behavior of the economy under the assumption of non-neutral technological 
progress to verify Piketty’s theory for more general states of the economy that have no 
inner equilibrium8. Lacking any comparable equilibrium state within the finite space, 
we have to examine the dynamic process itself directly. 

Using mainly comparative statics in his book, Piketty has to assume the steady 
growth rate of income ( )g , the average rate of savings ( )s , and the rate of return on 
capital ( )r  as parameters so that he can argue that increasing the capital/output ratio 
( )β  will cause the profit share to increase according to his fundamental laws. Howev-
er, in the real world, g  is closely connected to r , which directly influences income 
distribution. This income distribution, in turn, is one of the major determinants of s . 
Therefore, we treat them as endogenous variables in our dynamic analysis9. 

Since we mainly focus on the state that has no inner equilibrium in the following ar-
gument, we have to investigate the properties of the dynamic trajectories directly. In the 
standard approach to analyze the dynamical property of the neoclassical growth mod-
els, we reduce all equations of the model to a single dynamic equation of the capi-
tal/labor ratio, k . However, k  is defined in the right half-open interval of [ )0,∞ , 
and it converges on the origin or diverges to infinity when the model has no steady 

 

 

7[8], p. 4. The empirical study reported in [9] reached the same conclusion. 
8By “inner equilibrium,” we mean a steady state where the wage shares of all production sectors in the econ-
omy are positive but less than one. 
9In this regard, Jones states that “the theoretical analysis behind Piketty’s prediction of rising wealth inequali-
ty often includes a key simplification in the relationships between variables: for example assuming that 
changes in the growth rate g  will not be mirrored by changes in the rate of return r , or that the saving 
rate net of depreciation won’t change over time. If these theoretical simplifications do not hold ... then the 
predictions of a rising concentration of wealth are mitigated” ([3], p. 45). 
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equilibrium within the space. In this case, it is rather difficult to discern the meaningful 
properties of the trajectories. Hence, we do not follow this standard procedure in this 
paper. 

Instead, we reorganize the model by using the wage shares of each sector, because 
they stay in the closed interval of [ ]0,1  by definition, so that we can observe the beha-
vior of trajectories infinitely in the finite quadratic space. Following this approach, we 
observe the dynamic behavior of the major variables such as the capital/output ratio, 
the aggregate elasticity of factor substitution, and so on and compare them with Piket-
ty’s argument by using some numerical simulations. Our aim is not to trace the beha-
vior of some real economy quantitatively but to perform qualitative comparisons of 
trajectories of the theoretical model. Therefore, we do not place much importance on 
the calibration of the parameters and the initial conditions. 

2. Specification of the Model 

We make Uzawa’s two-sector growth model with non-neutral technological progress 
the starting point of our analysis. The asymptotic trajectories of the neoclassical one- 
sector growth model with non-neutral technological progress are discussed in [10] [11] 
and [12]10. As for the two-sector version of the asymptotic approach, only [13] and [14] 
are available to our knowledge. Lapan assumes a constant proportional savings rate and 
analyzes trajectories with Hicks neutral technological progress only in the investment 
goods sector first, and then with Harrod neutral technological progress in both sectors. 
He then analyzes the asymptotic behavior of the economy for those two cases. Our 
model is different in three respects from that of Lapan. First, we treat the aggregate 
savings rate as a variable. Second, we assume non-neutral exogenous technological 
progress in both sectors. Third, we directly observe the dynamic trajectories, but not 
the asymptotic ones. Our model is basically the same as that of [14], but we mainly fo-
cus on the non-steady growth path and perform some numerical simulations to eva-
luate Piketty’s theory11. 

Since Uzawa’s model assumes the classical savings function, it is easy to manipulate 
the equations. However, there is more to this assumption; it allows us to treat the sav-
ings rate as an endogenous variable12. If the savings rate from profits is larger than that 
from wages, the economy must distribute more income to capital owners to generate 

 

 

10“Asymptotic trajectory” means a growth path continuously sifted by non-neutral technological progress 
over time, toward which the actual trajectories gravitate. 
11If we extend our bibliographic scope to models with agents’ intertemporal optimization, there are a number 
of papers—such as by [15] [16] and [17], to name a few contemporary examples—that analyze the effect of 
technological progress in a multi-sector model. However, these studies are based on the assumption of max-
imizing behavior of the representative consumer who takes all products of the economy as wages and profits; 
even undistributed corporate savings ultimately belong to him/her. Although their investigations offer very 
interesting insights, inequality in functional income distribution does not seem to cause any social problem 
within such a framework, because such an inequality would be the consequence of his/her behavior that op-
timizes intertemporal allocation of lifetime’s personal income. Piketty himself refers explicitly to this point. 
See [2], p. 581, note 18. 
12With the classical savings function, we do not have to deal with the problem posed by [18]. If we assume 
that savings come from wage income, then, we must include the capital income of workers in the model, 
which would make our analysis far more complex. 
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more savings when capital accumulation accelerates. This is the fundamental mechan-
ism of macroeconomic income distribution13. We believe that any dynamic model of 
aggregate income distribution must incorporate this property of the economy. 

Our model consists of 11 variables and five parameters as given below. 

iY : Product of goods of the thi  sector, ( )1,2i =  
N : Total labor force of the economy 

iN : Labor input of the thi  sector, ( )1, 2i =  
K : Total capital stock of the economy 

iK : Capital input of the thi  sector, ( )1,2i =  
r : Rate of profit 
p : Price of consumption goods as evaluated by investment goods 
w : Real wage rate as evaluated by consumption goods 
n : Growth rate of the labor force* 

iα : Rate of capital-augmenting technological progress in the thi  sector, ( )1,2i = * 

iβ : Rate of labor-augmenting technological progress in the thi  sector, ( )1,2i = * 
(Subscript 1 denotes the investment goods sector, and subscript 2 denotes the con-

sumption goods sector. Parameters are marked with an asterisk in the above list. We 
assume all the parameters take a non-negative value.) 

We assume that all markets in the economy are perfectly competitive and both the 
rate of profit and the real wage rate are completely arbitrated between the sectors. 
There is no idle capacity and no unemployed labor force in the economy. 

iY  is produced by using iN  and iK  in each sector under the given technology 
represented by the well-behaved production function with constant returns to scale14. 

( ) ( ) e , e ,   1, 2α β= =ii t t
i i i iY F K N i                     (1) 

According to the marginal productivity theory, r  and w  are determined by the 
following equations. 

1 2

1 2

Y Yr p
K K
∂ ∂

= =
∂ ∂

                          (2) 

1 2

1 2

1 Y Yw
p N N
∂ ∂

= =
∂ ∂

                          (3) 

Full utilization of capital equipment and full employment of the labor force are ex-
pressed as follows. 

1 2K K K+ =                             (4) 

1 2N N N+ =                             (5) 

Since we assume the classical savings function, all profits are saved and all wages are 
consumed. 

1 2Y rK Y wN= ⇔ =                          (6) 

 

 

13Although corporate savings are only a part of profits, the classical saving function implies that corporate 
savings will increase as the wage share decreases when firms preserve a part of their profits as internal sav-
ings, and this is empirically corroborated in [17]. 
14We include only reproducible physical capital in K. 
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In the above two equations in (6), if either the left or the right one holds, the other is 
automatically satisfied, because the model follows Walras’ law, which suggests that the 
existence of excess supply in one market must be matched by excess demand in another 
so that it balances out. All products produced in the investment goods sector are de-
voted to capital formation of the economy, and the labor force grows at the rate of 
100 %n  exogenously. Therefore, we have 

1,K Y=�                               (7) 

and  
.N nN=�                               (8) 

Since the 11 equations given above contain 11 variables in total, our model is ma-
thematically complete. 

3. Existence and Stability of the Steady Growth Pathl 

In this section, we derive conditions that satisfy Kaldor’s stylized facts before analyzing 
the case of non-steady growth. The stylized facts basically consist of the following four 
conditions. 

a. Constant rate of profit. 
b. Constant capital/output ratio. 
c. Capital grows faster than the labor force. 
d. Constant growth rate of labor productivity.  
To determine the conditions under which the Kaldorian steady state exists, we inte-

grate all the equations into the following three differential equations15. 

( )( ) ( )2
1 1 1 1 1 1

1

1 1 ,
g n T

T
ρ ρ ρ σ α β

 − −
= − − + − 

 
�                (9) 

( )( ) ( )2
2 2 2 2 2 2

1

1 1 ,
g n T

T
ρ ρ ρ σ α β

 − −
= − − + − 

 
�              (10) 

and  

( )1

1

,g g n g Z
T
ρ 

= − + 
 

�                        (11) 

where g  is the rate of capital growth ( )K K� ; iρ  is the wage share of the thi  sector 
( )1 1 1 2 2 2  and  wpN Y wN Yρ ρ≡ ≡ ; and iσ  is the elasticity of factor substitution of 
the thi  sector. The elasticities of factor substitution and the other three symbols- 1 2,T T , 
and Z -are defined as follows. 

( ) ( )1 1 2 1 1 2 21T ρ ρ ρ σ ρ σ≡ − + − +                  (12)16 

( )( )( ) ( )( )2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 21 1 1T ρ σ α β ρ σ α β≡ − − − + − −            (13) 

( ) 2
1 1 1 1 1

1

TZ
T

α ρ α β ρ≡ − − +                      (14) 

 

 

15See the Appendix for their derivation procedure. 
16The right-hand side of (12) can be zero, but we exclude any possibility for i sρ  and i sσ  satisfying such a 
specific relationship. 
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( )( )
( ) ( )

e
,   1, 2

e

ti i
i i i i

i ti i
i i i

f f k f
i

k f f

α β

α β
σ

−

−

′ ′−
≡ − =

′′
                 (15) 

where ( )( ) ( )( )e e ,1t ti i i i
i i i i i if f k F K Nα β α β− −≡ ≡ . As indicated in (15), the elasticity of  

factor substitution is generally an endogenous variable. However, we have to specify the 
sign of the third derivative of the production function to define its dynamic behavior, 
but that seems to have no practical meaning in terms of economic theory. Therefore, 
we assume here that the elasticity of factor substitution in each sector is constant over 
time. This means that we implicitly assume a CES type production functions. If we 
consider ( ),   1, 2i iσ =  as a constant, then the dynamic system defined by (9), (10) and 
(11) contains just three variables, 1 2,  ρ ρ  and g , and their dynamic behaviors are de-
termined by the three equations. 

For our model to have a growth path corresponding to Kaldor’s stylized fact, the 
value of (11) should be zero. Then, since g  equals r  under the assumption of the 
classical savings function, the above conditions a and c are satisfied. However, the 
steady growth rate for this case is  

* 1

1

.
Tg Z n
ρ

= +                            (16) 

Since the right-hand side of this equation is a function of 1ρ  and 2ρ , the growth 
rate of capital is constant through time only when the wage shares of both sectors are 
constant except for the case where they satisfy a specific relationship to keep the 
right-hand side of (16) zero over time. 

Therefore, for the steady growth path to exist, the following three conditions should 
be satisfied: 

( )( )1 1 11 1 0,ρ σ α− − =                         (17) 

( )( )2 2 2 1 1 2 2
1

11 1 1 0,ρ ρ σ α β α β
ρ

  
− − − + + − =     

            (18) 

and 

( )1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
1 1

1 11 1 1g n α σ β σ ρ α β α β
ρ ρ

      
= + − + − − − + + −               

     (19) 

under the following constraints for the solution to be an inner equilibrium.  

( )0   and   0 1   1, 2ig iρ> < < =  
It is evident from (17) that either 1 1σ =  or 1 0α =  should be satisfied for 

10 1ρ< <  to hold. We investigate conditions for the equilibrium of the other two va-
riables according to each of these two cases. 

( 1 1σ ≠  and 1 0α = ) 
Substituting 1 0α =  into (18), we have  

( )( )( )2 2 1 2 21 1 0.ρ σ β α β− − + − =                    (20) 
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Therefore, for 2ρ  to satisfy 20 1ρ< < , 2 1σ =  and/or 1 2 2β β α= −  must hold. 
When either of these two conditions holds, the equilibrium rate of growth, *g , which 
is equal to the equilibrium rate of profit, is 1n β+ . ( 1 1σ =  and 1 0α ≠ ) 

Following the same process as in the above case, we have  

2 1 1 2 2
1

11   or   1 0.σ α β α β
ρ

 
= − + + − = 

 
                (21) 

If either of these two conditions is satisfied, then, from (19), the growth rate becomes  

( )* *
1 1

1

1 1 .g r n α β
ρ

 
= = + − + 

 
                    (22) 

As for the case of 1 1σ = , 1ρ  is constant over time and we can treat it as a parame-
ter. When the second condition of (21) holds, the right-hand side of (22) is also ex-
pressed by 

*
2 2 .g n β α= + −                           (23) 

Now, we have the following four cases for the existence of a steady-growth path. The 
first two conditions were derived by [19]. The first one implies that technological 
progress in the investment goods sector should be Harrod neutral and, if 1 0β = , the 
technological progress of the consumption goods sector should be Hicks neutral. The 
second one implies that technological progress in the investment goods sector should 
be Harrod neutral and the consumption goods sector should be characterized by the 
Cobb—Douglas production function, which keeps the distributive share of that sector 
constant. The third condition is self-evident. It means that both sectors should be cha-
racterized by the Cobb—Douglas production function. The last condition was derived 
by [14]. Even if technological progress is Harrod neutral in both sectors, i.e., 1 2 0α α= = , 
that is not sufficient to ensure the existence of a steady state. That is, 1 2β β=  should 
be satisfied. 

Case a: 1 1 2 20   and   α β β α= = −  
Case b: 1 20   and   1α σ= =  
Case c: 1 2 1σ σ= =  

Case d: 1 1 1 2 2
1

11  and  1 0σ α β α β
ρ

 
= − + + − = 

 
 

Next, we look into the dynamic behavior of g  when either of these four conditions 
is satisfied. It is given by the following four equations for each case. 

For Case a: 

( )( )1
1

1

g g g n
T
ρ

β= − − +�                       (24) 

For Case b: 

( ) ( )( )1
1

1 1 11
g g g nρ

β
ρ ρ σ

= − − +
+ −

�                   (25) 

For Case c: 
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1 1 1
1

1 1g g g nρ α β
ρ

    = − − + − +        
�                  (26) 

For Case d: 

1
1 1

1 2 2 1

1 1
1

g g g nρ
α β

ρ σ ρ ρ

    = − − + − +    − +     
�              (27) 

These four differential equations contain either 1ρ  or 2ρ  and g . Since 1ρ  and 

2ρ  must be subject to the condition that ( )0 1,   1, 2i iρ< < = , the stability property of 
the positive equilibrium value of g  is determined solely by the last factor of the 
right-hand side of (24)-(27), ( )g −� , for all cases. For cases b, c, and d, *g  is stable 
without any additional assumption, because the signs of the other factors are all posi-
tive. For case a, the dynamic property depends on the sign of 1T . Let us substitute iρ  
with ( )ikω ω +  in (12), where ω  is the ratio of factor prices, wp r . We then have 
the following relationship; 

( )( )
2

2 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1
1

1 2

k k k k k kT
k k

ω ωσ σ ω σ ω σ ω
ω ω

+ + − + +
≡

+ +
             (28) 

Since the denominator of this equation is obviously positive, we look into the sign of 
the numerator. 

( ) ( )
( )

2
2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1

2
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 1

The numerator of 28 = 1

=

k k k k

k k k k k k

ω σ σ ω σ σ ω

ωσ σ σ ω σ ω ω

+ + + + −

+ + + + −
     (29) 

Therefore, if either of the following two conditions, 

1 2 2 11  or   k kσ σ+ ≥ ≥                        (30) 

are satisfied, 1 0T >  holds. These two sufficient conditions for stability are formally 
the same as those derived from Uzawa’s original model, which assumes no technologi-
cal progress. 

Figure 1 shows the dynamic process of g . As shown in the figure, 0g =  is unsta-
ble and *g  is stable and economically meaningful. 

The behavior of the capital/output ratio is determined by the following equation, 
where Y  is the aggregate output of products expressed by the amount of investment 
goods, and k  is the capital/labor ratio for the economy as a whole. 

( )

1

1K K k r
Y rK wpN r k k

ω
ω

−
  = = = +  + +   

               (31) 

From the above equation, it is evident that K Y  is constant over time when kω  
is constant on the equilibrium growth path, because r  is constant at *g . The beha-
vior of kω  is given by 

( )1 1 1 2
1

11 1 .k T T
k

ω α β
ω ρ

  
− = − − + −     

��
                 (32) 

Inputting the above four conditions of cases a, b, c, and d into (32), respectively, its 
value becomes zero for all cases, and that means K Y  is constant on the equilibrium  
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Figure 1. Stability of the equilibrium growth path. 

 
growth path. 

Since Y N Yk K= , the behavior of output per capita is given by the following equa-
tion. 

*Y N Y K k g n
Y N Y K k

 
− = − + = − 

 

�� � � �
                    (33) 

Therefore, it grows at the rate of *g n− . 
For cases a and b, 1 0β >  should be satisfied, and for the other two cases, 2 2 0β α− >  

should be satisfied so that capital grows faster than labor force. 
If one of these four conditions is satisfied, we have a growth path corresponding to 

Kaldor’s stylized facts. However, in actual economies, there seems to be no need for 
every type of technological progress and the values of elasticity of factor substitution to 
satisfy always these strict conditions. Next, we investigate what behavior an economy 
exhibits in the case of non-steady growth. 

4. Behavior of Non-Steady Growth Path 

As evident from the forms of Equations ((9) and (10)), there are two additional cases of 
corner equilibria, even if the system has no inner equilibrium. If ( )1 2,ρ ρ  are given at 
either (1, 1) or (1, 0), they are stationary. It is also evident from the forms of these two 
equations that both 1ρ  and 2ρ  are not influenced by the behavior of g  in the vi-
cinity of those two singular points, and that 1ρ  and 2ρ  behave independently of 
each other Therefore, we first assume that 1ρ  and 2ρ  are at one of those two points, 
and investigate the stability of g . Then, we investigate the stability of the system as a 
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whole. 
The dynamic system for the two singular points is given by the following equations 

respectively. 

( ) ( )( ){ }( )1 2 1 2 2
2

for 1,1 : 1gg g n β σ β α β
σ

= − − + − − + −�
 

( ) ( )( )1for 1,0 : g g g n β= − − +�
 

Therefore, if a positive equilibrium exists, it is stable in the vicinity of ( )1,1  or 
( )1,0 . 

Case 1. ( )*1,1, g  
Let 1 2 1ρ ρ= =  and 0g =�  in (19), the stable equilibrium value of g  is given by 

the following equation: 

( )( )*
1 2 1 2 21g n β σ β α β= + − − + −                   (34) 

Therefore, we assume the parameters in (34) take values that satisfy  
( )( )1 2 1 2 21n β σ β α β+ > − + −  to guarantee the existence of a positive equilibrium 

growth path. 
The Jacobian of the system given by (9), (10), and (11) evaluated at ( ) ( )*

1 2, , 1,1,g gρ ρ =  
is as follows. 

( )
( )( )

( )

1 1

2 1 2 2
*

* *1 2 2
1 1 2 2

2 2 2

1 0 0
0 1 0

1 1 gg g

σ α
σ β α β

σ σ σ
α β α β

σ σ σ

 
 − − 
 − − + −
 

+ − − − − + − − 
 

           (35) 

It is evident from the array of elements in this matrix that the trajectories of 1ρ  and 

2ρ  are, as we have already mentioned above, independent of g  in the vicinity of 

( )*1,1, g . The sectoral wage shares, 1ρ  and 2ρ , also behave independently of each 
other. Therefore, the characteristic equation of (35) is simply given as 

( )( ) ( )( )( )
*

1 1 2 1 2 2
2

1 1 0.gλ σ α λ σ β α β λ
σ

 
+ − + − + − + = 

 
         (36) 

The characteristic roots are as follows.  

( ) ( )( )
*

1,2,3 1 1 2 1 2 2
2

1 ,   1 ,   gλ σ α σ β α β
σ

= − − − − + − −            (37) 

Therefore, when 1α  is positive and 1σ  is lesser than one, all the characteristic roots 
are negative and the equilibrium is a stable node, if and only if ( )( )1 1 2 21 0σ β α β− + − >  
holds. In this case, the trajectory of ( )1 2, , gρ ρ  is to converge to ( )*1,1, g  asymptoti-
cally. For the case where ( )( )1 1 2 21 0σ β α β− + − <  holds, the second characteristic 
root has a positive sign and the equilibrium is a saddle point. In this case, 1ρ  ap-
proaches to one, and 2ρ  moves toward zero and gradually dominates the movement 
of the trajectory. From the above analysis, we have the following proposition. 
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Proposition 1. 
If 1 10,   1 0α σ> − >  and ( )( )1 2 1 2 21 0n β σ β α β+ > − + − >  are satisfied, there ex-

ists a stable equilibrium. In the vicinity of the equilibrium, the wage shares of both sec-
tors approach one, and the growth rate of the economy converges to  

( )( )1 2 1 2 21n β σ β α β+ − − + − . 
The two broken lines in Figure 2 reflect the typical trajectories in the vicinity of 

( )*1,1, g . Any ( )*
1 2, , gρ ρ  in the vicinity approaches ( )*1,1, g  on the horizontal 

plane, and g  moves along the corresponding trajectory of ( )*
1 2, , gρ ρ  in the three 

dimensional space toward *g . As ( )1 2, , gρ ρ  approaches ( )*1,1, g , the velocity to the 
equilibrium gradually falls to zero. Therefore, the system needs an infinitely long time 
to converge on the equilibrium. 

Let us consider the behavior of other variables in the vicinity. Let ( )1 2,ρ ρ  be ( )1,1  
in (32). Then: 

( )( )2 1 2 21k
k

ω σ β α β
ω
− = − + −
��

                    (38) 

Therefore, 

( )( )*
2 1 2 21 .g nω σ β α β

ω
= − + − + −
�

                  (39) 

This means that ω  increases at the rate of 1β . As wp rω ≡  and r  takes a con-
stant value on the equilibrium path, the real wage rate wp  also increases at the same 
rate, 1β . Differentiating the aggregate share of wage wp N Y  with respect to time, we 
have 

0,wp N Y
wp N Y

+ − =
� ��

                          (40) 

 

 

Figure 2. Asymptotic trajectories in the vicinity of ( )*1,1, g . 
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because the wage share is fixed at one at the equilibrium. Therefore, Y Y�  grows at the 
rate of 1n β+ . Differentiating K Y  with respect to time, 

( )( )*
1 2 1 2 21 0,K Y g n

K Y
β σ β α β− = − − = − − + − <

� �
            (41) 

and we see that the capital/output ratio decreases. Since r  converges to the constant 
value, the capital/output ratio should infinitely approach zero as the profit share must 
be zero at ( )*1,1, g . As a result, the economy produces only consumption goods and all 
of the products are distributed to workers. However, this does not necessarily mean 
that the capitalistic system vanishes on the way to ( )*1,1, g , because the rate of profit 
remains positive over time17. 

Case 2. ( )*1,0, g  
The stable equilibrium value of *g  is 1n β+  and the Jacobian is as follows in this 

case. 

( )
( )( )
( )( )

1 1

2 1 2 2
* * *

1 1 2 1 2 2

1 0 0
0 1 0

1g g g

σ α
σ β α β

σ α σ β α β

− − 
 − + − 
 − − − + − − 

             (42) 

The characteristic equation of (42) is 

( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( )1 1 2 1 2 2 11 1 0.nλ σ α λ σ β α β λ β+ − − − + − + + =         (43) 

Therefore, the characteristic roots are 

( ) ( )( ) ( )1,2,3 1 1 2 1 2 2 11 ,   1 ,   .nλ σ α σ β α β β= − − − + − − +           (44) 

From the above conditions, we see that 1ρ  approaches one, if 1 0α >  and 

11 0σ− >  hold. If ( )( )2 1 2 21 σ β α β− + −  is negative, 2ρ  approaches zero; otherwise 
it moves in the opposite direction, i.e., the system eventually converts to the case of 

( )*1,1, g . Following the same process as in the above case, we can confirm that ω  
grows at the rate of 1β , and Y  at 1n β+ . K Y  stays at a certain constant value. 

In the final state of the economy that the trajectories approach toward, 1 2Y pY=  
must hold and the aggregate wage share is 0.5, because the income generated in the in-
vestment goods sector is entirely distributed to the workers of the sector who spend all 
their wages on consumption goods, whereas all income generated in the consumption 
goods sector is entirely distributed to the capital owners of the sector who spend all 
their profits on investment goods. This can happen by infinitely increasing labor prod-
uctivity in the consumption goods sector, or by a sufficiently high elasticity of factor 
substitution in the same sector such that workers are replaced with capital quite elasti-
cally. On the trajectories in the vicinity, ω  rises at the rate of 1β . This means that the 
workers in the consumption goods sector are constantly replaced with capital and this 
causes the wage share of this sector to shrink to zero. 

Proposition 2. 
If 1 10,  1 0α σ> − > , and ( )( )2 1 2 21 0σ β α β− + − <  are satisfied, then there exists a 

 

 

17This result should be slightly modified if we take depreciation of capital into account. In that case, the 
economy must produce some investment goods for the replacement, and the profit share must take a certain 
positive value to keep the gross savings positive. 
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stable equilibrium. In the vicinity of the equilibrium, the wage share of the investment 
goods sector approaches one, and that of the consumption goods sector approaches ze-
ro. The growth rate of the economy converges to 1n β+ . The aggregate share of wage 
income approaches 0.5. 

Case 3. The other unstable cases 
In the above cases, we examined only stable equilibria, but there also exist unstable 

trajectories that have no convergence point. For these cases, since any dynamic path of 
( )1 2,ρ ρ  should stay in the compact quadratic space and the system has no complex 
characteristic roots, the trajectories must diverge to infinity along the g-axis. The two 
broken lines in Figure 3 represent typical trajectories around ( )0,1,0 18, when 1σ  is 
greater than one and that of 2σ  is lesser than one. Such a case can also be observed at 
( )0,0,0 , if the elasticities of factor substitution in both sectors are greater than one. We 
ignore these cases in the next section for the numerical simulations. 

From the above three cases, we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 3. 
If the system has no inner equilibrium, and 1 0α >  and 11 0σ− > , then there exist 

two possible corner equilibria, ( )( )( )1 2 1 2 21,1, 1n β σ β α β+ − − + −  and ( )11,0, n β+ . 
Since one of these two equilibria is a stable node and the other one is a saddle point, the 
system has only one stable equilibrium. If 1 0α >  and 11 0σ− < , the system has no 
equilibrium and g  diverges to infinity. 

5. Numerical Simulation: Validity of Piketty’s Proposition 

We convert the differential system given by (9), (10), and (11) to the corresponding 
difference system by the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with 1 6t∆ =  to see the 

 

 
Figure 3. Explosive trajectories in the vicinity of ( )0,1,0 . 

 

 

18For these cases, g�  is zero only at the point where 0g = , because the dynamic behavior of g  is given by 

1g gα=�  when ( )1 2,ρ ρ  is in the vicinity of ( )0,1  or ( )0,0 . 
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dynamic behavior of the system when it is not on the steady growth path19. As for the 
initial values of ( )1 0ρ , ( )2 0ρ  and ( )0g , they must be subject to the market clear-
ing condition20. To determine the initial equilibrium conditions, we assume that the 
CES production functions with constant returns to scale at 0=t  are as follows21. 

( ) ( )( ) ( )
1

, 1   1, 2 ,ii i
i i i i i i iF K N A a K a N i

θθ θ −− −= + − =            (45) 

where 0iA > , 0 1ia≤ ≤ , 0iθ ≠  and 1iθ > −  for 1i =  and 2. 
The two variables that are given the time derivatives explicitly in the original system, 

K  and N , are historically given at the beginning of every period and ( )k K N≡  
determines ω , because the causality condition, which states that k  should be a mo-
notonic function of ω  so that the inverse function exists, is satisfied in Uzawa’s 
two-sector model22. The causality condition implies equilibrium in the factor markets 
and the profit maximization of firms. The other variables are then determined at their 
equilibrium values by the following three equations. The last one assures equilibrium in 
the goods markets. 

( )
( )

1 1

,   1, 2
1

i
i

i
i

a
k i

a

θ
ω

+
 

= = − 
                     (46) 

( ),    1, 2i
i

i
k

ωρ
ω

= =
+

                       (47) 

( )( ) ( ) ( )1
1 11 11 1

1 1 1 1 1 1
1

1
Fg A a a k a k
K

θ θ θθ − + − +∂
= = + −
∂  

Therefore, there are five parameters, 1 2 1 1 2, , , ,a a A θ θ . Since 1 1i iθ σ −= −  holds, 1θ  
and 2θ  are determined by the elasticities of factor substitution in each sector, to which 
we give some values in each simulation below. Therefore, we have three degrees of 
freedom to determine 1 2,ρ ρ , and g , and it is possible to arbitrarily choose their ini-
tial values, implicitly assuming a specific set of parameters of the production func-
tions23. We set 1ρ  at 0.7, 2ρ  at 0.75, and g  at 0.1 in the simulations below24. We 
also suppose that 1 2 1σ σ+ ≥  to exclude any case where 1 0T = . 

We set the growth rate of the labor force at 1.0%, which is presumably close to the 
average annual rate of population growth in the majority of developed countries. For 
the parameters of technological progress, we assume, according to the finding of Pol 
Antràs, that the rates of labor-augmenting technological progress of both sectors exceed 
the rates of capital-augmenting technological progress25. We also assume n , iα  and 

 

 

19At least qualitatively, different values of t∆  do not alter the result. 
20We abbreviate the time argument “(0)” for simplicity of the expressions below. 
21At 0t = , the parameters of technological progress do not appear in the production functions. 
22See [1]. 
23Since ω  and ( ),  1, 2i iρ =  determine the value of ( )1i ia a− , ia  is positive and lesser than one for any 

ω  determined by k  and arbitrarily chosen values of 1ρ  and 2ρ . 
24We assume 2 5 11a =  to determine the equilibrium value of ω , because we do not give the initial value of 

k  explicitly. 
25He found that “labor-augmenting efficiency grew about 3% faster than capital-augmenting efficiency” in the 
U.S. private sector. See [20], p. 25. 
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iβ  as annual rates. Therefore, we equate six periods in the simulations to one year. 
Case 1. ( )*1,1, g  
The results for the main variables are summarized in Panel 1(a), where “time’’ 

represents 1 6th  of a year. In the upper-right chart of the panel, the wage share, 
wpN Y , consistently increases and eventually converges to one, and the aggregate elas-
ticity of factor substitution remains lesser than one26. It is also interesting that the wage 
share increases while the capital/output ratio (the inverse of Y K ) increases during 
the first 915 periods—almost 150 years—along with the decreases in the growth rate of 
income, yg 27. This is caused by the relatively high initial value of g  for which the 
equilibrium value is 0.041. Therefore, the system must decelerate the rate of capital 
growth toward the equilibrium value. The negative effect of decreases in g  on the 
profit share exceeds the positive effect of increases in K Y , and the wage share in-
creases. Although we are discussing a process on the non-steady growth path, this result 
is at odds with Piketty’s argument that the wage share tends to rise when the economy 
slows down and β  (the capital/ output ratio in Piketty’s terminology) increases. 

Piketty’s argument includes the comparative statics of the steady state in addition to 
analyses of the dynamic process. Since our system has no inner steady state, we have to 
rely on the comparative dynamics, which compares one particular trajectory with some 
other trajectories. Panel 1(b) shows the result of our comparative dynamics. We as-
sume two economies, both of which share the same set of parameters except for the 
growth rate of the labor force 

In this case, n  is set at either 0.01 or 0.00528. A smaller value of n  increases the 
relative scarcity of workers to capital, and increases the marginal productivity of labor. 
This causes the wage rate to increase faster than the profit rate. This is reflected the 
upward shift of the growth rate of the ratio of factor prices in the lower-left chart in the 
panel. Since the elasticities of factor substitution in both sectors are lesser than one, the 
wage share increases as the result of the faster increase in ω  regardless of the increase 
in the capital/output ratio caused by the decrease in the growth rate of income. This 
opposes the prediction forwarded by Piketty’s theory. 

Panel 1(c) is the outcome from a comparative dynamics with two different initial 
values of g , 0.05 and 0.025, and iρ s are set at the equilibrium value at the initial pe-
riod. These two economies have the same technological conditions, but they seem to be 
totally different economies. The economy with the lower rate of capital growth can be 
seen as a developed country, where both the capital/output ratio and the factor price ra-
tio are high29. Because of capital deepening, the marginal productivity of capital is low,  

 

 

26According to Robert Lawrence, many empirical studies report that labor-augmenting technological progress 
is relatively rapid and that the aggregate rate of factor substitution is much lower than one ([21]). 
27Since g  represents the growth rate of capital, which is always equal to the rate of profit under the assump-

tion of the classical savings function, we use yg  to represent Y Y∆  henceforth. However, Piketty defines 

yg  as the steady state value, whereas here, yg  is the actual value. 
28The parameters of technological progress are alternatives for comparative dynamics, but some of them dis-
turb the stability condition. 
29In this case, the factor price ratio of the economy with the growth rate of 0.05 is one, whereas that of the 
other economy with the growth rate of 0.025 is 3.6759023. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

Panel 1. (a) Simulated Trajectories toward ( )*1,1, g ; (b) Comparative Dynamics for n ; (c) Comparative Dynamics for g . 

 
whereas that of labor is high, and this causes a high wage share. The other economy ex-
hibits typical properties of developing countries. Capital is accumulating much faster 
than that of the other economy, and therefore, the profit rate is high, whereas the wage 
share is low to generate enough savings to finance such a faster capital accumulation. 
Therefore, this kind of comparative dynamics must be interpreted as a comparison be-
tween two different economies, and it is better not to take the result as what could be 
observed in a single economy. In any case, the result of this case also contradicts Piket-
ty’s theory. 

Figure 4 is the phase-diagram in the quadratic space of ( )1 2,ρ ρ , where four trajec-
tories start from different initial values30. The trajectories cover a wide range of the do-
main, and the system exhibits its global stability. All of the trajectories converge to 
( )1,1 . We examined only the local stability in the above section, but the system also ex-
hibits globally stable properties. In this case, all trajectories tend to converge on the 
right-upper corner equilibrium as the effects of initial conditions become weaker over 
time, and the wage shares of both sectors constantly increase in the long-run. 

Although the final state is unrealistic, it is possible to suppose that the economy 
would approach such a state over hundreds of years. Therefore, it is arguable that such  

 

 

30We set the initial conditions arbitrarily in the phase-diagram, and this implies that we give a different para-
meter set to the production function for each case. 
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Figure 4. Trajectories to ( )*1,1, g  in ( )1 2,ρ ρ  Space. 

 
an economy shows a steady upward trend of the wage share in the long run, and if this 
is the case, it is difficult to explain the recent incorrigible declines of the labor share in 
many countries as long-run phenomena. Rather, these declines should be considered as 
an ephemeral transit phase in terms of the economic process. Therefore, some institu-
tional explanation, such as retrenchment in a welfare state and/or globalization of the 
economies31, might offer a better explanation. 

Case 2. ( )*1,0, g  
Panel 2(a) is a typical outcome of the simulation with the same parameter values and 

initial conditions as case 1 barring the elasticity of factor substitution of the consump-
tion goods sector: 2σ  is 1.2 in this case. As shown in the panel, the trajectories are rel-
atively stable in this case too. The growth rate of capital, g , and the growth rate of in-
come, yg , approach the steady growth rate of ( )1 0.05n β+ = . We do not present the 
behavior of relative prices here, but our numerical experiment shows that the growth 
rate of the real wage rate approaches 0.04, which is equal to the growth rate of the labor 
productivity of the investment goods sector32. 

In our simulation, the economy must constantly decrease the rate of capital accumu-
lation. Therefore, a temporary excess supply of investment goods always appears and 
the price of investment goods falls so that the market equilibrium is maintained. This  

 

 

31See [22] [23] and [24]. 
32If we take the nominal wage rate as the numeraire, a rise in the real wage rate implies that the price of con-
sumption goods rises faster than that of investment goods. [17] reached the same conclusion by using the 
comparative statics of steady states, which was that the lower price of investment goods explains roughly half 
of the decline in the labor share. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Panel 2. (a) Simulated Trajectories toward ( )*1,0, g ; (b) Comparative Dynamics for n . 
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decline of the price of investment goods means a rise in the real wage rate in terms of 
investment goods. Consequently, the firms of this sector reduce the number of workers 
and replace some of them with capital. Since the elasticity of factor substitution of this 
sector is less than one, the production of investment goods decreases, and the wage 
share in this sector increases. However, since the elasticity of factor substitution in the 
consumption goods sector is greater than one, the wage share of this sector decreases as 
firms employ more workers. The total effect of this process is a decline in the aggregate 
wage share. 

The wage share decreases toward a fixed value—0.5 in this case—which implies that 
the aggregate elasticity of factor substitution tends to be nearly one in the long-run. In 
other words, the Cobb—Douglas function is an appropriate form of the aggregate pro-
duction function in the long run, whereas each sector has a CES-type function33. This 
holds good for any cases with a stable equilibrium. 

In the two charts of Panel 2(a), yg  and Y K  are constantly decreasing. Accor-
dingly, the wage share decreases and the aggregate elasticity of factor substitution stays 
consistently in the upper area of the horizontal line at one for the entire period. So far, 
our results here conform to Piketty’s argument. 

Let us look into the results of the comparative dynamics for this case, which is sum-
marized in Panel 2(b). We set n  at two different values—0.01 and 0.005—again in 
this case. Owing to a decrease in the growth rate of the labor force, the trajectory of the 
income growth rate shifts downward as shown in the upper-right chart of the panel. In 
addition, in this case, the labor force is relatively scarce and ω  rises more rapidly. 
This accelerates factor substitution from labor to capital and K Y  rises. Since the 
elasticity of factor substitution in the consumption goods sector is greater than one, the 
decrease in the wage share of this sector outweighs that of the investment sector and the 
aggregate wage share falls slightly. 

If we increase the value of 2σ  from 1.2 to 1.6, which Piketty believes is a plausible 
estimation of the actual rate of substitution, the slope of the curve in the upper-left 
chart of Panel 2(b) becomes steeper, but the gap between the two curves is widened 
only slightly. The gap of the wage share after 200 years changes only from 0.001 points 
for the case of 2 1.2σ =  to 0.002 points for the case of 2 1.6σ = . This subtle difference 
is caused by the fact that both economies must slow down in accordance with a change 
in the growth rate of the labor force from 0.01 to 0.005. Therefore, since a higher profit 
share means a higher growth rate of capital, the economy should not increase the profit 
share excessively to keep the markets in equilibrium. Such a minor difference as in this 
case, is practically negligible. Therefore, the result obtained here barely conforms to Pi-
ketty’s argument34. 

Figure 5 is the phase-diagram in the quadratic space of ( )1 2,ρ ρ , where four trajec- 

 

 

33This has also been empirically corroborated. For example, Tipper reports, “The data suggest a Cobb— 
Douglas form of the constant elasticity production function is appropriate at the aggregate level in New 
Zealand in the long run. At the industry-level, the evidence suggests a constant elasticity production function 
with varying elasticities across industries is appropriate” ([25], p. 31). 
34We will not state any result of comparative dynamics for differences in the initial conditions because the 
outcomes of those simulations are, at least qualitatively, the same as those of Panel 1(c) except for wpN Y . 
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Figure 5. Trajectories to ( )*1,0, g  in ( )1 2,ρ ρ  Space. 

 
tories start from different initial values. The trajectories cover a wide range of the do-
main, and the system exhibits its globally stable property in this case as well. All of the 
trajectories converge on the lower-right corner equilibrium. The elasticity of the in-
vestment goods sector is less than one, and the wage share of this sector increases con-
stantly over time, whereas the elasticity of substitution of the consumption goods sector 
is greater than one and the wage share of this sector constantly decreases. 

It should be noted here that the aggregate income distribution is remarkably stable 
for a considerable length of time as we have seen in the first case above. The wage share 
needs about 200 years in case 2 to decrease from 0.737 to 0.697 as shown in the up-
per-right chart of Panel 2(a)35. It is less than the 0.03%−  per annum36. Therefore, it 
can be argued that the widely recognized stability of the functional distribution is theo-
retically observable even when the economy is not on the steady growth path. 

Case 3. The saddle point 
Panel 3(a) summarizes a simulated result for another set of parameters, where all 

parameter values are the same as in case 1, except for the rate of labor-augmenting 
technological progress in both sectors to analyze a saddle case: 1β  is here set at 0.01 
and 2β  at 0.04. The equilibrium is a saddle point at ( )*1,1, g  and a stable node at 

 

 

35This decreasing rate is far lower than the statistical estimations for several countries. According to Angel 
Estrada and Eva Valdeolivas, the labor share of the U.S. fell from 64.24% in 1980 to 59.79% in 2010. If this 
decreasing rate continues, the labor share will decrease to 14.8 points in 100 years. See [26], p. 13. 
36Even if we set t∆  at a very high step-resolution, say 1 100 , the wage share after 20,000 periods—equiva- 
lent to 200 years—starting from the first period is still 0.695 . Therefore, the step-resolution does not matter 
greatly to our conclusion. 
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( )*1,0, g  for this case. The trajectory eventually approaches to ( )*1,0, g . 
As indicated in the panel, the aggregate elasticity of factor substitution, σ , is lesser 

than one in the initial phase and passes over the horizontal line at one from below 
around the 2510th period. This is reflected in the behavior of the wage share shown in 
the upper-right chart. It reaches to the maximum value at almost the same period and 
starts to decrease toward 0.5. This case shows that the aggregate elasticity can be greater 
than one for a long time, even if the elasticities of individual industries are lesser than 
one37. However, it should converge to one eventually, because the wage share ap-
proaches the fixed value. This is because the aggregate elasticity of factor substitution is 
just another expression of the behavior of the aggregate income shares, and it is mea-
ningless to say that either one of them causes the other38. 

As shown in the lower-right chart of Panel 3(b), the capital/output ratio rises steadi-
ly. However, the wage share rises until around the 2510th period. This is caused by 
rapid decreases in the rate of profit, because the initial rate of capital growth of 0.1 is 
much higher than the steady state level of 0.02, and the economy must distribute more 
income to workers to lower the rate of capital growth. The volume effect does not out-
weigh the price effect in this situation. 

This result contradicts Piketty’s inference39. There can be a case where his proposi-
tion derived from the assumption of the steady state economy contradicts the dynamic 
behavior of the economy that is not on the steady growth path, especially when its 
growth rate slows down. If such a situation continues for a considerable length of time 
in the real world, like more than 400 years in this case, his theory loses explanatory 
power. After this early stage, the trajectories in Panel 3(a) are consistent with Piketty’s 
theory, although that can happen only in the very distant future40. 

As for the comparative dynamics of this case, the trajectory of the wage share with 
the lower growth rate of labor force is consistently higher than that of the other case 
with the faster growth rate as shown in the upper-left chart of the Panel 3(b). This is 
because the elasticities of both sectors are lesser than one and a faster rate of increase in 
the ratio of factor prices are favorable to workers. The result of the comparative dy-
namics for the case 2 also contradicts Piketty’s theory. 

Figure 6 is the two dimensional phase-diagram for this case41 that depicts the trajec- 

 

 

37Since ( ) ( )2 2 1 11 Y Y Y Yσ ω ω= − −� � � ) holds in our model, σ  is affected by the sectoral composition of the 

output. Therefore, σ  becomes greater than one regardless of the factor substitution of the individual sectors 
when the economy boosts the production of investment goods relatively to accelerate capital accumulation. 
In this case, 2 2 1 1 0Y Y Y Y− <� �  holds after around the 2510th period, whereas 0ω ω >�  for the entire period. 
38The aggregate elasticity of substitution should be one at the steady state, because the income shares are fixed 
there. In this sense, it is difficult to understand why Piketty estimates the elasticity of substitution around 1.3 
- 1.6, whereas he employs comparative statics of the steady state. See [2], p. 221. 
39See [2], p. 221. Although the shapes of these trajectories greatly depend on the values set for the initial con-
ditions, their qualitative property is maintained. 
40If we set 2σ  at a value greater than one in this case, then the corner equilibrium of ( )1,0  becomes a sad-
dle point and the simulation result is completely reversed. 
41Since we set the initial conditions arbitrarily, each trajectory has a different production function. Moreover, 
since we curtail the g -axis in the figure, the trajectories may intersect with each other at some points in the 
quadratic space. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Panel 3. (a) Simulated trajectories of the saddle Case; (b) Comparative dynamics for n . 
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Figure 6. Trajectories to and from the saddle point in ( )1 2,ρ ρ  space. 

 
tories approach ( )1,1  in the early stage, but ( )1,1  is a saddle point and the trajecto-
ries turn toward ( )1,0  eventually. A case like this is often ignored as merely an “unst-
able case’’ in dynamic analyses except in the literature on the dynamic optimal growth 
models, but these trajectories exhibit interesting behaviors as shown in Panel 3(a) and 
Panel 3(b). Therefore, such a behavior deserves to be paid much attention for a more 
precise understanding of the dynamic behavior of the economy that does not have any 
inner steady growth path. 

Case 4. The inner equilibrium 
Panel 4 shows the case where the system has an inner equilibrium so it can be com-

pared with the other three cases. In this case, we assume 1 0α =  and 1 2 2β β α= − , and 
the system has an inner equilibrium at ( ) ( )1 2, , 0.582,0.649,0.02gρ ρ = . The aggregate 
wage share converges to 0.624, and the aggregate elasticity of factor substitution to one. 
Although we do not show the results of comparative dynamics for n , they are essen-
tially the same as those for case 1. 

As observed in the upper chart of the panel, it takes a long time for the system to 
reach the vicinity of the inner equilibrium. For example, starting from 0.516, the wage 
share needs about 850 years to increase by 0.1 points and reach 0.616. During such a 
long period, other institutional and/or political factors are far more important to ex-
plain the trend of income distribution than the purely economic process. 

Figure 7 shows four trajectories with different initial conditions for the first 1200 pe-
riods. In this case, it is necessary to calculate the equilibrium values of ( ) ( )1 20 , 0ρ ρ  
and ( )0g  explicitly for each case to let all trajectories be generated exactly from the  
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Panel 4. Simulated trajectories toward the steady state. 
 

 
Figure 7. Trajectories of wpN Y  toward the steady state from four different initial values of ω . 
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same production functions. We set 1 21 2,  5 11a a= = , and 1 2 0.1A A= =  for this 
case. Any equilibrium initial point of ( )1 2,ρ ρ  should be given somewhere on the 
equilibrium locus in the lower-right diagram of Panel 4. 

We set four different values on ω  to determine the four sets of equilibrium initial 
conditions. As shown in Figure 7, the trajectories converge to the steady state very 
slowly, and the residual effects of differences among the initial conditions are still sig-
nificant even after 1200 periods. This implies that changes in the initial conditions 
might have substantial effects on the current distribution of income. 

6. Discussion 

These results of our simulation are summarized in the table below, and Piketty’s argu-
ment appears to be verified in some cases. However, since the results of numerical si-
mulations are generally affected by the relative magnitudes of the parameters, we 
should not derive any decisive conclusion from our limited numerical experiments. 
Most importantly, the location of the initial state relative to the equilibrium point is 
crucial, especially in the case of the saddle point. 

The remarkable stability of aggregate income distribution over time was distinctly 
observed in our simulations. This is true, even when the corner equilibrium is a saddle 
point or when the system has no inner equilibrium. This stability is mainly brought 
about by the mechanism of factor substitution. If the capital/output ratio stays at the 
same level when the growth rate and the profit rate fall, then the profit share decreases. 
However, a decrease in the profit rate causes the ratio of factor prices to be increased. 
This causes more of the labor force to be replaced with capital and the capital/output 
ratio to increase. Therefore, the effect of a decrease in the profit rate on income distri-
bution is partly offset by the increase in the capital/output ratio. In the case where the 
aggregate elasticity of factor substitution is one, this mechanism works perfectly, and 
the aggregate income distribution naturally stays at the same level. The sectoral compo-
sition of outputs also contributes to the stability of income distribution through an ad-
justment of relative prices in the case of multi-sector models. 

Therefore, we may argue that it is difficult to explain a major change in the trend of 
income distribution as a purely economic process. Rather, the standard neoclassical 
theory verifies the robust stability of income distribution regardless of the existence or 
non-existence of the inner steady state. This result also suggests that the stylized stabil-
ity of income distribution can be explained without assuming a Cobb—Douglas type 
production function and/or Harrod-neutral technological progress even in the long 
run. In contrast, external shocks that reset the initial conditions, such a change in the 
tax regime, might have far more important effects on the trend of income distribution42. 

7. Conclusions 

The most crucial point of our analysis in this paper is to determine the case that offers 
the most appropriate description of the real economy. As Robert Rowthorn notes in his  

 

 

42See also [27]. 
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Table 1. Summary of the simulation results. 

 Process Analyses Comparative Dynamics 

Case 1 
Early Stage negative 

negative 
Latter Stage negative 

Case 2 
Early Stage affirmative 

affirmative 
Latter Stage affirmative 

Case 3 
Early Stage negative 

negative 
Latter Stage affirmative 

 
critical paper on Piketty’s work ([28]), there are numerous studies that estimate the ag-
gregate elasticities of factor substitution to be significantly lesser than one. This is also 
true of studies on individual industries. For example, Pol Antràs reports that the elas-
ticity of substitution is likely to be considerably below one under biased technological 
change ([20]), and Robert Chirinko and Debdulal Mallick estimate that the aggregate 
elasticity is only 0.406 for the U.S. ([29]). In addition, as Antràs found, labor-aug- 
menting technology grew faster than capital-augmenting technology. If we rely on their 
estimations, then our model suggests that case 1 is the most probable, and the wage 
share must demonstrate a steady upward trend over time. Although the aggregate elas-
ticity of factor substitution can be greater than one even when the elasticities of the in-
dividual industries are lesser than one, our model proves that such an economy gener-
ally tends to converge to the state where all incomes are distributed to workers as long 
as the stability condition is satisfied. For workers in such a state, “when the storm is 
long past, the ocean is flat again’’ ([30], p. 65). Consequently, Piketty’s diagnosis about 
recent economic inequality is, as far as the functional distribution is concerned, at odds 
with the theoretical explanation of Uzawa’s type of the neoclassical growth theory. 

Therefore, if the recent incorrigible declines of wage shares in many countries should 
not be considered as short-run phenomena, we should pay more attention to institu-
tional and/or political aspects of the problem than to the technological factors. In this 
regard, Piketty’s theory is better understood as a theory based on historical data and not 
one deducible from standard neoclassical growth theory, and his second fundamental 
law, which plays a crucially important role in his theoretical explanation, can be taken 
as a “bridge’’ that we, economists, cross for historical and socioeconomic studies on the 
subject. In this sense, the conclusion of the present paper endorses his statement that 
“The history of the distribution of wealth has always been deeply political, and it cannot 
be reduced to purely economic mechanism’’ ([2], p. 20). 

However, our results are obtained solely by using Uzawa’s two-sector model with the 
classical savings function as well as by using limited numerical simulations. Further in-
vestigations with a more general framework and numerical simulations with various 
settings of the parameters are indispensable to confirm our conclusions. 
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Appendix: Derivation of (9)-(11) 

Since we assume the production functions are homogenous of degree one,  

( )( ) ( )( ) ( )e e ,1 e e  1, 2 ,α β α ββ β− −= = =i it tt ti i i i
i i i i i i iY N F K N f k i         (A.1) 

where, i i ik K N≡ . and ( ) ( ),1i i i iiF K N f k≡ . Using (A.1), we have the ratio of fac-
tor prices, which we denote as wp rω ≡ :  

( ) ( ),    1, 2 .
e

i
iti i

i

f
k i

fα β
ω

−
′

= − =                    (A.2) 

From (1)-(5), and (A.1),  

( ) ( )1 1
1 2 1 2 1e e ,β α ′× − = −t tf k k f k k                   (A.3) 

where k K N≡ . Substituting this into (A.2), we have  

1
2

2

.
kk k
k

ω
ω
+

=
+

                          (A.4) 

Differentiating this equation by time, t , we have the following equation. 

( )
( )2 ,   1, 2 ,i i i i i i i i i i i i

i i i i i i i i ii

A f A k f f A k f f A k
i

f A k f A f A A kf
ω
ω

  ′ ′ ′′− = − + =  ′ ′− ′   

�� ��
       (A.5) 

where ( )e ti i
iA α β−≡ . Substituting this equation into (15), and solving it with respect to 

i ik k� ,  

( )( ) ( )1 ,   1, 2 .i
i i i i

i

k
i

k
ωσ σ α β
ω

= + − − =
� �

               (A.6) 

Next, differentiating (A.4) by t , 

1 1 2

1 2 1 1 2 2

.
k k kk

k k k k k k k
ω ω ω ω

ω ω ω ω ω
 

= − + + + + + + 

� �� �             (A.7) 

Since ( )i ikρ ω ω= + , substituting this into the above equation, we have, 

( ) ( ) 1 2
1 2 1 2

1 2

1i

i

k k k
k k k

ωρ ρ ρ ρ
ω

= − + − +
� � ��

                 (A.8) 

Substituting (A.6) into (A.8), we have 

1 2 .k T T
k

ω
ω

= +
� �

                          (A.9) 

Differentiating the wage shares by t , we have  

( ) ( )1 ,   1, 2 .i i i i
i

i i i i

k k k
i

k k k
ρ ω ωρ
ρ ω ω ω

   
= − = − − =   

+    

� �� � �           (A.10) 

Substituting (A.6) and (A.9) into this equation, we have the next equation as follows.  

( )( ) ( ) ( )2

1

1 1 ,   1, 2 .i
i i i i

i

k k T i
T

ρ
ρ σ α β

ρ
 −

= − − + − = 
 

��
         (A.11) 
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Substituting k k g n= −�  into the above equation, we have (9) and (10). 
Next, differentiating 1 1 1eα ′= ∂ ∂ = i tr Y K f  by t ,  

( )
( )

1 1
1 1 1

1 1 1
1 1

e
.

t k f kr
r f k

α β

α α β
−  ′′

= + − + ′  

��
               (A.12) 

Substituting (15) and  
( )1 1

1 1 1
1

1

e tf k f
f

α β

ρ
− ′−

=
 

into (A.12), we have,  

( )1 1
1 1 1

1 1

.
kr

r k
ρ

α α β
σ

 
= − − + 

 

��                    (A.13) 

Substituting (A.6) and (A.9) into (A.13), we have  

1

1

.r k Z
r T k

ρ
= − +

��

 
Substituting 1r Y K K K g= = =�  and k k g n= −�  into this equation, we have 

(11). 
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